DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CPT APPROVAL FORM

The Department of Computer Science requires all international CS graduate students to have the appropriate signatures on this form before applying for CPT with the International Student and Scholar Services Office (ISSS). In addition to this form, students must supply the CS Grad Academic Office with the completed ISSS CPT form and a copy of their offer letter.

Visit http://cs.illinois.edu/current-students/graduate-students/international-students-epi-exam-cpt-opt/cpt-application-process to view the department’s process on applying for CPT.

Section 1: Completed by the Student

Name: ___________________________________________ UIN: _______________________
Email: ___________________________________________ Circle Program: MCS / MS / PHD

Section 2: Completed by CS HR Office

This section is only for MS or PHD students whose CPT appointment dates start before May 16th or end after August 15th and are on an assistantship.

Spring Term Assistantship End Date: ___________________________________________
Fall Term Assistantship Start Date: ___________________________________________
CS HR Representative Approval Signature: _______________________________________
Date: ________________________________

Note: TA assistantship end dates cannot be altered. Students must start the CPT after May 15th and end it before August 16th.

Section 3: Completed by the CS Grad Academic Office

This section must be completed for all CS international students applying for CPT.

CPT Start Date: _____________________________________________________________________
CPT End Date: ___________________________________________________________________
CS Grad Academic Office Approval Signature: _______________________________________
(Approver are Rhonda McElroy / Mary Beth Kelley / Kara MacGregor / Roy Campbell)
Date: __________________________________________________________________________